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Maximum Could Be Rs 51 For 31-Km Ride

As the first metro rail is expected to roll out in 2018, the Metro Rail Express Gandhinagar-Ahmedabad

(MEGA) has proposed a fare structure to union urban development department. The fare varies anywhere

between Rs 15 for a ride of up to 2-kilometre and the maximum of Rs 51 for a ride of up to 31 km. The fare

structure is largely based on a formula employed by the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC), claim

MEGA officials.

Since the metro rail is electric-powered, the average electricity rate has been incorporated in the fare

structure. MEGA has modelled the fare structure on that of Delhi Metro. For the Phase-I and Phase-II

operations in Delhi, the electricity rate had been earmarked to be Rs 5.80 per unit whereas in Gujarat the
applicable rate is Rs 5 per unit. In order to raise revenue for the metro operations, MEGA would be

developing properties on metro stations and depots. It has also suggested that MEGA would raise funds from

leasing of parking rights at stations, advertisement on trains and tickets as well as within stations and parking

lots. MEGA has also proposed that nearly Rs 40 lakh square feet area will be availa ble for property
development with a Floor Space Index (FSI) of 4 -which will see buildings of more than 11 floors. The

developer is expected to bring equity to the extent of Rs 220 crore and the balance amount towards

construction will be raised by MEGA as 12% market debt.

When asked about the Financial Internal Rate of Return (FIRR) of the project on comple tion, a senior

MEGA official said the completion cost with central taxes has been calculated by taking the escalation factor

at the rate of 7.5 per annum.

“It has been assumed that Gujarat government will exempt the local taxes or reimburse the same and provide

the land worth Rs 727 crore at March 2014 price level free of cost,“ he said. Construction from July ice-

chairman and MD for V MEGA, IP Gautam, told TOI: “We will begin construction of metro rail by July. We

are well within the deadline limits.“ The state government has also sought an external loan of Rs 5,968 crore
of the total project cost of Rs 10,675 crore. The union urban development department (UDD) is processing

Gujarat's proposal for a 50% equity funding for the metro project. “If 50% equity funding is accepted in

principle, the contribution of state will amount to Rs 727 crore. The central government will provide

exemptions of Rs 1,500 crore in central taxes,“ said Gautam.
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